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An algorithm for finding parameters of tunnels

KAI ISHIHARA

Cho and McCullough gave a numerical parameterization of the collection of all
tunnels of all tunnel number 1 knots and links in the 3–sphere. Here we give an
algorithm for finding the parameter of a given tunnel by using its Heegaard diagram.

57M25; 57N10

1 Introduction

Pairs consisting of a tunnel number one knot (or link) and one of its unknotting tunnels
can be identified with isotopy classes of nonseparating (or separating) essential disks
in a standard genus–2 handlebody H in S3 . That is, the equivalence classes of such
tunnels up to orientation-preserving homeomorphism in S3 can be identified with the
vertices of the quotient of the disk complex of H by the action of the Goeritz group
of the pair .S3;H /. In this quotient, Cho and McCullough [3] defined a principal
path for each tunnel. The existence of the principal path implies that every tunnel can
be obtained by starting from the unique tunnel of the trivial knot and performing a
uniquely determined sequence of simple constructions. Each construction is determined
by a rational number, which is essentially a Scharlemann and Thompson invariant [12].
In other words, a tunnel of a tunnel number 1 knot or link is determined by a parameter
consisting of a sequence of rational invariants and some additional data that encodes
the path. Thus by comparing the parameters of two tunnels, we can decide whether or
not they are equivalent. The parameter contains other information about the tunnel as
well. In particular, it tells whether or not the tunnel is a .1; 1/–tunnel, that is, an upper
tunnel associated to some genus–1 1–bridge position of the knot.

Cho and McCullough computed the parameters for all tunnels of 2–bridge knots [3],
and for all tunnels of torus knots [2]. In this paper, we will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1 There is an algorithm for finding the parameter of a tunnel given as a
disk in a standard genus–2 handlebody in S3 .
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The algorithm uses Heegaard diagrams. Section 4 describes the relation between the
Heegaard diagram and the link diagram of an unknotting tunnel. In Section 5, we will
show how to calculate the rational invariant for each step in the principal path, and
in Sections 6 and 7, we give the algorithm and its proof. In Section 8, we apply the
algorithm to find the principal paths of two tunnels of the twisted torus knot T .5; 7; 2/

found by Goda and Hayashi. One of the tunnels is known to be a .1; 1/–tunnel, and
from the principal path, we deduce that the other is not a .1; 1/–tunnel. This provides
the first known example, other than torus knots, of a knot having both .1; 1/ and
non–.1; 1/–tunnels.
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like to thank to the referee for a careful reading of the paper and helpful comments.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section we present some definitions. See [3] for details.

Closure, interior and regular neighborhood are denoted by Cl. � /, Int. � / and N. � /
respectively throughout this paper. We use the same notation as in [3]: H is the
standard genus–2 handlebody in S3 , K.H / is the disk complex of H , D.H / is the
subcomplex of K.H / spanned by vertices corresponding to nonseparating essential
properly embedded disks in H , D0.H / is the first barycentric subdivision of D.H /,
zT is the subcomplex of D0.H / obtained by removing the open stars of the vertices
of D.H /, G is the Goeritz group that is the group of isotopy classes of orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms of S3 that take H onto itself, and T is the quotient of zT
by the action of G .

Definition 2.1 A tunnel is a G–orbit of disks in H . In particular, a G–orbit of
nonseparating disks in H is called a knot tunnel, and a G–orbit of separating disks
in H is called a link tunnel.

Thus the knot tunnels correspond exactly to the vertices of the quotient D.H /=G of
D.H / by the action of G . If � is a knot tunnel, it is a tunnel of the knot K� that is
a core of the solid torus obtained by cutting H along � . If � is a link tunnel, it is a
tunnel of the link K� that consists of cores of the two solid tori obtained by cutting H

along � . We regard K� as defined only up to isotopy in S3 .
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A disk D in H is primitive if there exists a properly embedded disk D0 in the
complementary handlebody Cl.S3 �H ) such that the circles @D and @D0 in @H
intersect transversely in a single point. Viewed as tunnels, primitive disks are exactly
the tunnels of the trivial knot, and are all equivalent.

Definition 2.2 A primitive pair is a pair of disjoint nonisotopic primitive disks and a
primitive triple is a triple of pairwise disjoint nonisotopic primitive disks.

Cho and McCullough showed that zT and T are trees. There is a vertex �0 that is the
unique G–orbit of a primitive triples. The principal path of a tunnel, that will become
the foundation for the parameter, can be defined as follows. Let D be a disk in H .
If D is nonseparating, then there are two isotopy classes of nonseparating disks D1

and D2 such that among all triples having D as a member, the triple fD;D1;D2g

is closest in zT to the tree spanned by the primitive triples. If D is separating, D is
disjoint from only two isotopy classes of nonseparating disks, so is a vertex of only
one 2–simplex fD;D1;D2g, which is attached to D.H / along fD1;D2g. Let � be
the tunnel that is the G–orbit of D .

Definition 2.3 The principal vertex of � is the G–orbit of fD;D1;D2g. The principal
pair of � is the G–orbit of fD1;D2g. The principal path of � is the unique path in T
from �0 to the principal vertex of � .

Remark 2.4 The principal pairs of tunnels and the principal triples of knot tunnels
are in T , but tunnels and principal vertices of link tunnels are not.

Let � be a pair of disjoint nonisotopic nonseparating disks in H . A disk in H disjoint
from � and not parallel to either of them is called slope disk for �. Let � be a
nonseparating slope disk for �.

Definition 2.5 The slope 0 perpendicular disk �0 for .�I �/ is defined by the follow-
ing properties:

(1) �0 is slope disk for �.

(2) � and �0 intersect transversely in one arc.

(3) �0 separates H (and so K�0 is a two-component link).

(4) The linking number of K�0 is 0.

Then � and �0 can be a coordinate system, and a rational number is naturally defined
for each slope disk for �, that is called its .�I �/–slope (see [3, Section 8]).
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Theorem 2.6 [3, Theorem 12.3] Let � be a tunnel with principal path �0; �0;

�0 [ f�0g; �1; : : : ; �n; �n [ f�ng. Fix a lift of the principal path to D.H /, so that
each �i corresponds to an actual pair of disks in H .

(1) If � is primitive, put m0 D Œ0� 2Q=Z. Otherwise, let m0 D Œp0=q0� 2Q=Z be
the simple slope of �0 .

(2) If n � 1, then for 1 � i � n let �i be the unique disk in �i�1 � �i and let
mi D qi=pi 2Q be the .�i I �i/–slope of �i .

(3) If n� 2, then for 2� i � n define si D 0 or si D 1 according to whether or not
the unique disk of �i \�i�1 equals the unique disk of �i�1\�i�2 .

Then, sending � to the pair ..m0; :::;mn/; .s2; : : : ; sn// is a bijection from the set of
all tunnels to the set of all elements ..Œp0=q0�; q1=p1; : : : ; qn=pn/; .s2; : : : ; sn// in

.Q=Z/[ .Q=Z�Q/[ .
S

n�2 Q=Z�Qn � f0; 1gn�2/;

with qi odd for 1� i � n� 1.

Note that qn is odd if and only if � is a knot tunnel.

Definition 2.7 We call ..Œp0=q0�; q1=p1; q2=p2; : : : ; qn=pn/; .s2; : : : ; sn// the pa-
rameter of � . The numbers s2; : : : ; sn are called the binary invariants of � .

Next we present a definition of the depth, for use in Section 8.

Definition 2.8 The depth of a tunnel � , which is denoted by depth.�/, is the simplicial
distance in the 1–skeleton of D.H /=G from � to the primitive vertex �0 .

Remark 2.9 A tunnel � of nontrivial knot is a .1; 1/–tunnel if and only if depth.�/D1.

Hence we can determine whether or not a tunnel is .1; 1/ from its depth. In [4], Cho
and McCullough showed how to compute the depth from the binary invariants.

Proposition 2.10 [4] Let � be a knot tunnel and s2; : : : ; sn the binary invariants of � .
Then depth of � can be calculated from the binary invariants by the following simple
algorithm.

(1) Write the binary word s2s3 � � � sn as O1Z1O2Z2 � � �OkZk , where Oi and Zi

are respectively maximal blocks of ones and zeros (thus O1 and Zk may have
length 0, while all others have positive length).

(2) The depth of � is 1C
Pk

jD1 dlength.Oi/=2e, where dlength.Oi/=2e denotes
the least integer greater than or equal to length.Oi/=2.
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3 Heegaard diagrams of 3–manifolds

In this section we will briefly review a method of Homma, Ochiai and Takahashi [9],
and give some terminology.

Following [9] we will recall Heegaard diagrams for 3–manifolds. Let H be a handle-
body of genus–2.

Definition 3.1 A simple closed curve u in @H is called a meridian if there is a
nonseparating disk D in H such that D \ @H D @D D u. A set of simple closed
curves u1;u2� @H is a meridian system of H if there are nonseparating disks D1;D2

bounded by u1;u2 such that D1\D2D∅, and Cl.H�N.D1[D2// is homeomorphic
to the 3–ball.

Remark 3.2 There are natural one-to-one correspondences between isotopy classes
of meridians of H and vertices of D.H /, and between isotopy classes of meridian
systems of H and edges of D.H /. So we say that a meridian or meridian system of H

is primitive if it corresponds to a primitive disk or pair respectively.

Let {u1;u2 } be a meridian system of H , and let l be a simple arc in @H such that l

intersects u1 in @l , that both ends of l attach on the same side of u1 , and that l is
disjoint from u2 . Then u1 is cut into two arcs ˛0 and ˛00 by l . Let u0

1
D l [˛0 and

u00
1
D l [˛00 . Then one of {u0

1
;u2 } and {u00

1
;u2 } is a new meridian system of H .

Definition 3.3 This replacement is called an l –modification or modification along l .

Let H [F H 0 be a genus–2 Heegaard splitting of a closed orientable 3–manifold M

and {u1;u2 } (resp. {v1; v2 }) be a meridian system of H (resp. H 0 ).

Definition 3.4 We call D D .F I {u1;u2 },{v1; v2g/ a genus–2 Heegaard diagram
for M .

This definition extends to a definition for any genus Heegaard diagram of a nonclosed
compact orientable 3–manifold (so that H;H 0 may be compression bodies), by choos-
ing collections of core disks of 2–handles for each compression body H;H 0 .

Remark 3.5 Let � be a tunnel and D a disk in the standard genus–2 handlebody H

corresponding to � . The exterior E.K� / of K� is homeomorphic to Cl.S3 �H /[

.H \N.D//. Hence, by choosing a meridian system {v1; v2 } of Cl.S3 �H /, we
obtain a Heegaard diagram .@H I @D ,{v1; v2 }/ for E.K� /.
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A Heegaard diagram DD .F I {u1;u2 },{v1; v2g/ is said to be normalized if .u1[u2/\

.v1[ v2/ contains no isotopically removable points. For a non-normalized Heegaard
diagram, an operation removing the isotopically removable intersection points by
isotopy is called a normalization. When .u1 [ u2/[ .v1 [ v2/ is connected, D is
called a connected diagram.

Definition 3.6 For a genus–2 normalized Heegaard diagram DD.F I fu1;u2g;fv1;v2g/,
a simple arc w in F that satisfies the following conditions is called a ui –wave or
u–wave (resp. vi –wave or v–wave) (i 2 f1; 2g), or just a wave.

� w \ .u1 [ u2 [ v1 [ v2/ D w \ ui D @w (resp. w \ .u1 [ u2 [ v1 [ v2/ D

w\ vi D @w ).

� Each component of ui � @w (resp. vi � @w ) intersects v1[ v2 (resp. u1[u2 ).

� At the two points @w , w approaches the meridian ui (resp. vi ) from one side.

A modification along w is called a wave transformation.

Remark 3.7 Let D D .F I {u1;u2 },{v1; v2g/ be a genus–2 normalized Heegaard
diagram for a 3–manifold M and w a u1 –wave. Then we can obtain a new Heegaard
diagram .F I {u0

1
;u2 },{v1; v2g/ for M . By a wave transformation, one of the com-

ponents of u1�w disappears together with the intersection points of the meridians,
and some more points may disappear under normalization. Hence the new diagram
is always simpler than the old one in the sense that the total number of intersection
points of the meridians decreases.

For a normalized Heegaard diagram, if there exists a wave, it can be taken so that the
new diagram is also normalized. Throughout this paper, we assume that Heegaard
diagrams are normalized and waves produce normalized Heegaard diagrams.

We consider genus–2 Heegaard diagrams D D .F I {u1;u2 },{v1; v2g/. By cutting F

open along u1 and u2 (or v1 and v2 ), we obtain the 2–sphere with four disks. We
name these A; a;B and b , where disks A; a are obtained by cutting F open along u1

and disks B; b are obtained by cutting F open along u2 . Then by Ochiai [11], genus–2

normalized Heegaard diagrams are classified into type 1, 2, and 3 (as in Figure 1). In
Figure 1, the labels on edges c; d; e; and f indicate how many parallel edges there
are in each parallel family of arcs.

Note that a nonconnected, genus–2 normalized Heegaard diagram for S3 is the standard
one D0 D .F I {u1;u2 }, {v1; v2 }), where ui crosses vj at one point if i D j and is
disjoint from vj if i ¤ j .
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Figure 1: Types of genus–2 Heegaard diagram

Theorem 3.8 [9] Any connected normalized genus–2 Heegaard diagram for S3 has
a wave. Hence, through wave transformations any genus–2 Heegaard diagram for S3

changes into the standard one.

For a survey of the proof, see Fomenko and Matveev [5].

4 Link diagrams and Heegaard diagrams

In this section we describe a relation between link diagrams with unknotting tunnels
and genus–2 Heegaard diagrams for link exteriors.

First we show how to obtain a genus–2 Heegaard diagram for the exterior of a tunnel
number one knot or link, from its link diagram with an unknotting tunnel. Let K be a
tunnel number one knot or link and ˛ be an unknotting tunnel for K . We denote by
E.K/ the exterior Cl.S3�N.K// of K . Put hD N.˛/\E.K/ and H D N.K/[ h.
Note that h is a 1–handle for N.K/ and a 2–handle for Cl.S3�H /. That is, E.K/
is the union of a genus–2 handlebody Cl.S3�H ) and a 2–handle h for Cl.S3�H /.
The cocore disk D of h is an essential properly embedded disk in H . We have a
genus–2 Heegaard splitting H [Cl.S3�H / of S3 . Since S3 has a unique Heegaard
splitting of each genus, we may move H by isotopy to the standard handlebody in S3 .
Choosing a meridian system {v1; v2 } of Cl.S3�H /, we obtain a genus–2 Heegaard
diagram .@H I @D; fv1; v2g/ for E.K/. In this way, each choice of a meridian system
determines a genus–2 Heegaard diagram for E.K/. Figure 2 illustrates the process for
a case where K is the trefoil knot.

Next we show how to obtain a link diagram with an unknotting tunnel from a genus–2

Heegaard diagram for the exterior. Let M be the exterior of a tunnel number one
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Figure 2: From a knot diagram to a Heegaard diagram

knot K or two-component link K D K1 [K2 in S3 , and let .F Iu; fv1; v2g/ be a
genus–2 Heegaard diagram for M . Then there is an embedding eW M ! S3 such
that e.M /D E.K/. The image of F separates S3 into two genus–2 handlebodies H

and H 0 , where the image of u bounds a disk in H and each image of v1 and v2 bounds
a disk in H 0 . There exist simple closed curves m1;m2 in F such that {e.m1/; e.m2/}
is a meridian system of H and u\ .m1 [m2/ D ∅. We may assume that m1 D u

and e.m2/ is a meridian of K if K is a knot, or that e.mi/ is a meridian of Ki for
i 2 f1; 2g if K is a two-component link K1 [K2 . Then .F I fm1;m2g; fv1; v2g/ is
a Heegaard diagram for S3 , and we will obtain a link diagram of K from this. By
Gordon and Luecke [8], the embedding e is uniquely determined from M if K is a
nontrivial knot. Berge [1] proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 If K is a nontrivial knot and .F Iu; fv1; v2g/ has neither a v1 –wave nor
a v2 –wave, then there exists a u–wave that produces a simple closed curve m in F

such that e.m/ is a meridian of H .

If K is a two component link, M has no essential annulus and .F Iu; fv1; v2g/ has
neither a v1 –wave nor a v2 –wave, then there exists a u–wave that produces a simple
closed curve m in F such that e.m/ is a meridian of H .

By Theorem 3.8, through a finite sequence of wave transformations we can change
a Heegaard diagram .F I fm1;m2g; fv1; v2g/ to the standard one. Throughout these
operations we will keep u in mind. By changing a meridian system fm1;m2g of H
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(resp. fv1; v2g of H 0 ) to a new one fu0
1
;u0

2
g (resp. fv0

1
; v0

2
g), we can obtain the standard

diagram .F I fu0
1
;u0

2
g; fv0

1
; v0

2
g/ without changing u. Then we regard F as a standard

genus–2 surface in S3 and regard H and H 0 as handlebodies in S3 . Moreover we
move H by isotopy so that u becomes shorter and we can find a small disk D in H

bounded by u. Then we obtain the knot corresponding to the embedding of M by
taking a core of the solid torus Cl.H �N.D//. Figure 3 illustrates the process for a
case where K is the trefoil knot.
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Figure 3: From a Heegaard diagram to a knot diagram

5 Slope coordinates

In this section we show how to calculate the rational invariant at each step of the principal
path for the algorithm. Let �Df�; �g be a pair of nonseparating disks in H , � and � 0

be slope disks for �. A part of D0.H / is shown in Figure 4. We consider a diagram
.@H I f@�; @�; @�g; fv1; v2g/, where fv1; v2g is a meridian system of Cl.S3 � H /.
To calculate the .�I �/–slope of � 0 , we will find @�0 using a Heegaard diagram
.@H I f@�; @�g; fv1; v2g/. Here �0 is the slope 0 perpendicular disk for .�I �/. To
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�

� �
�

� 0

Figure 4: A part of D0.H /

find @�0 , we give an orientation to each curve of @�; @� , and @� so that each component
of @H � .@�[ @�[ @�/ has an orientation induced by the orientation of @�[ @�[ @�
(see Figure 5). For an oriented simple closed curve C 0 in @H , by counting the algebraic

@� 0

@� @� @�

C

Figure 5: Curves on @H

intersection number with v1 and v2 , we regard C 0 as an element of H1.Cl.S3�H //.
We write ŒC 0� for .4.C 0; v1/;4.C

0; v2//, where 4 means the algebraic intersection
number on @H . We choose C 0 to intersect � at one point, say C 0\�DC 0\@�Df�g,
and intersect @� at one point. We orient C 0 so that it meets @� (resp. @�) from the right
(resp. left) hand side. Since S3 is obtained from the genus–2 handlebody Cl.S3�H /

by attaching 2–handles along @� and @� and capping off a 3–handle, the quotient
.Z˚Z/=hŒ@��; Œ@��i is isomorphic to H1.S

3/D 0. Therefore Œ@�� and Œ@�� form a
basis of Z˚Z, and there are integers k and l such that ŒC 0� D kŒ@��C l Œ@��. Let
C D t�k

@�
.C 0/, where t˛ denotes a right-handed Dehn twist along a curve ˛ in @H .

Lemma 5.1 In @H , a boundary curve e of a regular neighborhood of @� [ C is
isotopic to @�0 .

Proof Let E be a disk in H bounded by e . Then E is disjoint from �[ � , inter-
sects � in an arc and separates H into two solid tori. Let K1;K2 be core circles
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of Cl.H �N.E//. One of K1 and K2 , say K1 , is isotopic to C in Cl.H �N.E//.
The curve @� is disjoint from e and corresponds to a meridian of K1 , so K1 is also
isotopic to the curve t l

@�
.C / in Cl.H �N.E//. By the definition of C , Œt l

@�
.C /� D

ŒC �� l Œ@�� D ŒC 0�� kŒ@��� l Œ@�� D 0 in H1.Cl.S3 �H //. Then there is a Seifert
surface of K1 that is disjoint from K2 , and so the link K1[K2 has linking number 0.
By the definition of the slope-0 perpendicular disk (see Definition 2.5), E is isotopic
to �0 in H , and so e is isotopic to @�0 in @H .

6 The algorithm

In this section we present the algorithm of Theorem 1.1.

Let H be a standard unknotted genus–2 handlebody in S3 and z� a disk in H , which
represents the tunnel � whose parameter we wish to find. Put uD @z� and let {m1;m2 }
be a meridian system of H that is disjoint from u. If � is a knot tunnel, we choose
m1 D u and m2 to correspond to the meridian of K� in the solid torus Cl.H �N.z�//.
Note that there are many choices of the meridian of K� in @H , but we choose one. If
� is a link tunnel, we may assume that each of m1 and m2 corresponds to the meridian
in Cl.H �N.z�// of each knot component of K� . Let v be some meridian system of
the genus–2 handlebody Cl.S3�H /. We will find the slope coordinates one by one,
while finding the sequence ˛0 ,: : :,˛n of meridian systems of H that corresponds to
the principal path of � .

Step 0 We will find ˛0 corresponding to the principal pair of � . If � is a link
tunnel, we may put ˛0D fm1;m2g and skip Step 0. If � is a knot tunnel, we put
˛�1D fm1;m2g D fu;mg. Although the choice of m is not unique, ˛0 will be
uniquely determined by Step 0. We will obtain ˛0 from the Heegaard diagram
D�1 D .@H I ˛�1 ,v ) for S3 as follows.

(0–1) Judge whether D�1 is connected. If D�1 is not connected, so is the standard
diagram and ˛�1 is primitive. Hence � is the unique tunnel of the trivial knot,
the parameter is trivial, and we stop. If D�1 is connected, go to (0–2).

(0–2) Judge whether D�1 has a v–wave. If D�1 has a v–wave, perform the wave
transformation and go back to (0–1) after replacing v with a new one. If D�1

has no v–wave, go to (0–3).

(0–3) Judge whether D�1 has an m–wave. If D�1 has an m–wave, perform the
wave transformation and go back to (0–1) after replacing m with a new one. If
D�1 has no m–wave, go to (0–4).

(0–4) Then D�1 must have a u–wave, and we perform the wave transformation. Let
˛0 be the meridian system of H obtained by the wave transformation.
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In this way, we obtain ˛0 whenever � is not the unique tunnel of the trivial knot, and
we put D0 D .@H I ˛0 ,v ). For a positive integer i , we will define Di D .@H I ˛i ,v )
from a Heegaard diagram Di�1 D .@H I ˛i�1 ,v ), and find the slope as follows.

Step i
(i –1) Judge whether Di�1 is connected. If Di�1 is not connected, it is the standard

diagram and we go to the Final Step below after putting nD i � 1. If Di�1 is
connected, go to (i –2).

(i –2) Judge whether Di�1 has a v–wave. If Di�1 has a v–wave, perform the wave
transformation and go back to (i –1) after replacing v with a new one. If Di�1

has no v–wave, go to (i –3).

(i –3) Di�1 must have ˛i�1 –wave, and we perform the wave transformation. Let
˛i be the meridian system of H produced by the wave transformation and put
Di D .@H I ˛i ,v ). Go to (i –4).

(i –4) Calculate the slope ri�1 . Following the notation of Section 5, regard f@�; @�g as
˛i�1 , f@� 0g as ˛i�2�˛i�1 , and f@�g as ˛i �˛i�1 . Calculate the .�I �/–
slope of � 0 , and write it as ri�1 . Go to Step 2 if i D 1, otherwise go to
(i-5).

(i –5) Determine the binary number ti�2 by putting ti�2 D 0 or ti�2 D 1 according
to whether or not the unique meridian ˛i�2\˛i�1 equals the unique meridian
˛i�1\˛i . Then go to Step i C 1.

Continue these operations inductively until a standard diagram Dn D .@H I ˛n ,v ) is
obtained. By Remark 3.7, we will reach the Final Step below after finitely many steps.

Final Step Calculate the slope rn . Let ˛ be a simple closed curve in @H that is
disjoint from ˛n and intersects each vi of v at one point. Regarding f@�; @�g as ˛n ,
f@� 0g as ˛n�1�˛n , and @� as ˛ , we calculate the .�I �/–slope of � 0 , and write
it as rn . Then stop. Note that the choice of ˛ is not unique, but Œ1=rn� is uniquely
determined.

Theorem 6.1 The parameter of � is ..Œ1=rn�; rn�1; : : : ; r0/; .tn�2; : : : ; t0//.

Theorem 6.1 and consequently Theorem 1.1 follow immediately from the next result.
For each integer i satisfying 0� i � n, let z�i be a pair of disks in H corresponding
to ˛n�i and let �i be the G–orbit of z�i .

Theorem 6.2 The path �0; �0; �0 [�1; �1; : : : ; �n; �n [ f�g defined above is the
principal path of � .

The proof of Theorem 6.2 is given the next section.
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7 Proof of Theorem 6.2

The proof of Theorem 6.2 will use Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 below. Let DD .@H I fu1;u2g;

fv1; v2g/ be a genus–2 Heegaard diagram for S3 , ie fu1;u2g is a meridian system of
the standard genus–2 handlebody H in S3 and fv1; v2g is a meridian system of the
genus–2 handlebody Cl.S3�H /.

Lemma 7.1 Suppose that D has a u1 –wave. Let fu0
1
;u2g be a new meridian

system of H obtained by a wave transformations along the u1 –wave and D00 D

.F I fu0
1
;u2g; fv

0
1
; v0

2
g/ a Heegaard diagram obtained from D0D .F I fu0

1
;u2g; fv1; v2g/

by wave transformations along waves approaching meridians of Cl.S3 �H /. Then
u1 cannot be obtained from .F I fu0

1
;u2g; fv

0
1
; v0

2
g/ by a wave transformation along a

u0
1

–wave or u2 –wave.

This lemma implies that ˛i�1[˛i and ˛i [˛iC1 in the algorithm correspond to
different vertices in zT for 0� i � n� 1.

Proof of Lemma 7.1 In this proof we regard Heegaard diagrams as the 2–spheres S

with four disks obtained by cutting @H open along u0
1

and u2 . The union v1 [ v2

or v0
1
[ v0

2
splits into families of parallel edges. The key to the proof is a symmetry

for any genus–2 normalized Heegaard diagram: the pairs of families of parallel edges
labeled e or f in Figure 1 have the same numbers of elements.

First we consider a wave approaching a meridian of Cl.S3�H / that produces a normal-
ized Heegaard diagram, and show that the number of parallel edges joining u0

1
and u2

does not increase under such a wave transformation. Each edge of the new meridian is
an edge of the old meridian, except an edge yw that contains the wave. Thus the number
of parallel edges does not increase, except the number of edges parallel to yw . For the
pairs of families containing an equal number of edges, one of the families is not parallel
to yw , so its number does not increase. By the symmetry condition, neither does the
other. Consequently the number of parallel edges joining u0

1
and u2 does not increase.

Next we consider a u1 –wave w1 that produces u0
1

, and show that D00 has no edge
of v0

1
[ v0

2
that joins u0

1
and u2 and is disjoint from u1 . Since u0

1
is obtained

from u1 by a wave transformation along w1 , u1 and w1 can be moved slightly so
that both are disjoint from u0

1
[u2 , so lie on S as a loop and an arc respectively. Each

component obtained from S by cutting open along u1 contains exactly two disks, one
corresponding to u0

1
and the other to u2 . Let F be the component that contains w1 .

The u1 –wave w1 separates two disks in F and is disjoint from v1[v2 , so F contains
no edge of v1[ v2 joining u0

1
and u2 . By the symmetry condition, Cl.S �F / also
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contains no edge of v1 [ v2 joining u0
1

and u2 . Thus D0 has no edge of v1 [ v2

that joins u0
1

and u2 and disjoint from u1 . Since D00 is obtained from D0 by wave
transformations along waves approaching meridians of Cl.S3�H /, D00 also has no
edge of v0

1
[ v0

2
that joins u0

1
and u2 and is disjoint from u1 .

Finally we suppose that D00 has a u0
1

–wave or u2 –wave, say a u0
1

–wave w0
1

, which pro-
duces u1 , and obtain a contradiction. By moving edges of v0

1
[v0

2
if necessary, we may

assume that u1\.v
0
1
[v0

2
/ has no isotopically removable points. We can move w0

1
by iso-

topy so that it is disjoint from u1 and still disjoint from v0
1
[v0

2
. Let F 0 be the component

obtained from S by cutting open along u1 that contains w0
1

, and let D0
1

and D2 be disks
in F 0 corresponding to u0

1
;u2 respectively. Then w0

1
\.D0

1
[D2/Dw

0
1
\@D0

1
D @w0

1
,

and @F 0 and D2 are contained in different components of F 0�.D0
1
[w0

1
/. Let F 00 be the

closure of the component of F 0�.D0
1
[w0

1
/ that contains D2 . Now @F 00 consists of w0

1

and a subarc ˛ of @D0
1

. Since F 00 (and also F 0 ) contains no edge of v0
1
[v0

2
joining ˛

and @D2 , and w0
1

is disjoint from v0
1
[v0

2
, F 00 contains no edge of v0

1
[v0

2
. This implies

that u2 is disjoint from v0
1
[v0

2
. Consequently u0

1
[u2[v

0
1
[v0

2
is not connected, ie D00

is not connected. Any nonconnected genus–2 normalized Heegaard diagram for S3 is
standard, so each meridian intersects another one at one point. Hence D00 is neither con-
nected nor standard. This contradicts the fact that D00 is a Heegaard diagram for S3 .

Lemma 7.2 Suppose that fu1;u2g is primitive and D is connected. Then D has a
v1 –wave or v2 –wave.

This lemma implies that ˛i in the algorithm is not primitive for 0� i � n� 1.

Proof of Lemma 7.2 Let D1 and D2 be disks in Cl.S3�H ) bounded by v1 and v2

respectively. Since fu1;u2g is primitive, there exists a 2–sphere that intersects H in a
disk and splits u1 from u2 . Let S be such a 2–sphere that has a minimal intersection
number jS \ .D1 [D2/j. Now D1 [D2 is not disjoint from S , since otherwise
D D .@H I fu1;u2g; fv1; v2g/ would be nonconnected. Consider an outermost disk
in S . Its boundary consists two arcs w and w0 that are a part of S \ @H and a part of
S \ .D1[D2/ respectively. Then w is a v1 –wave or v2 –wave.

Proof of Theorem 6.2 Let �T0 be the primitive subtree, that is the subcomplex of zT
spanned by the vertices that are primitive pairs and primitive triple. Since Dn D

.@H I ˛n ; v / is standard, z�0 is primitive and z�n; z�n[ z�n�1; z�n�1; : : : ; z�0 is a path
in zT from z�n to �T0 . Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2 show that the path is the unique
shortest path in zT from z�n to �T0 . The action of G leaves �T0 invariant, hence preserve
the shortest path. Consequently the path �n; �n[�n�1; �n�1; : : : ; �0 is the unique
shortest path from �n to �0 , so �0; �0; �0[�1; �1; : : : ; �n; �n[f�g is the principal
path of � .
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8 Example

In [7, Section 10], Goda and Hayashi called attention to the tunnels 1 and 2 of the
twisted torus knot T .5; 7; 2/, illustrated in Figure 6. A preliminary version [6] of their
paper had a gap: They had asserted that the tunnel 1 is a .1; 1/–tunnel and 2 is a
non–.1; 1/–tunnel because of [10, (1.3) Proposition]. According to that Proposition,
when a tunnel is represented by a tunnel arc, the tunnel is .1; 1/ if and only if one of
the associated knots (an associated knot means a knot consisting of the tunnel arc and
one of the two arcs into which the endpoints of the tunnel arc cut the knot) is trivial.
In fact, when a tunnel is represented as an arc attached to a knot, the tunnel is .1; 1/
if and only if the arc can be slid along the knot, with the endpoints possibly passing
through each other on the knot, until one of the two associated knots is trivial. Since
one of the associated knots of 1 is trivial, it does follow that 1 is .1; 1/. For 2 ,
neither associated knot is trivial, but there remains the possibility that 2 could be
slid along the knot to make one of the associated knots trivial. In this section, we
apply the algorithm to these tunnels and confirm that 1 is .1; 1/ but 2 is not. This is
the first example, other than torus knots, of a knot having both a .1; 1/–tunnel and a
non–.1; 1/–tunnel.

By Remark 2.9, we can determine whether or not a given tunnel is .1; 1/ by computing
its depth, and by Proposition 2.10, the depth can be computed from the binary invariants
s2; s3; : : : ; sn . For this reason, in the application of the algorithm below, we will omit
the calculation of the rational invariants, part (i-4) in each Step i for i � 1, and in the
Section 6.

Let K be the twisted torus knot T .5; 7; 2/ and let 1; 2 be the tunnels illustrated in
Figure 6. Below we will apply the algorithm presented in Section 6 to 1 and 2 .

1

2

K D T .5; 7; 2/

Figure 6: The example of Goda and Hayashi,
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8.1 The tunnel 1

A regular neighborhood N.K[1 ) of K[1 is an unknotted genus–2 handlebody, so it
can be moved to the standard genus–2 handlebody H in S3 by isotopy as illustrated in
Figure 7. Let u1 be the meridian of H that corresponds to 1 and m1 a meridian of H

u1

m1

v1
v2

0123

:
:
:

: : :
1718 012

3
4
5

6

7

Figure 7: The tunnel 1

that corresponds to the meridian of K ; see Figure 7. Cutting @H open along meridians
v1 and v2 of Cl.S3�H ), we obtain a Heegaard diagram D�1D .@H I ˛�1 ,v ) for S3

as illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 8, where ˛�1Dfu1;m1g and vDfv1; v2g.
Now we apply the algorithm to 1 by using D�1 .

Step 0

(0–1) D�1 is connected, so we go to (0–2).

(0–2) D�1 has no v–wave, so we go to (0–3).
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v1

v1

v2

v2

w0

˛�1

0
1
2

3
456

7
8
� � � 17

18

0
1
2

� � � : : :
15
16
17

18

0
1
2
3

4
56 7

0
1
2

3
4
5
6

7

Figure 8: D�1 D .@H I ˛�1 ,v )

(0–3) D�1 has no m1 –wave, so we go to (0–4).

(0–4) Then D�1 has a u1 –wave w0 as illustrated in Figure 8. A Heegaard diagram
D0 D .@H I ˛0 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w0

is illustrated in Figure 9, and we go to Step 1 below.

Step 1

(1–1) D0 is connected, so we go to (1–2).

(1–2) D0 has no v–wave, so we go to (1–3).

v1

v1

v2

v2

w1

˛�1˛0

0

1
2

56

7
8
9

12� � �16

0

1
2

5� � �9 12
:
:
:

16

1
2

56 7

1
2

5
6

7

Figure 9: D0 D .@H I ˛0 ,v )
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(1–3) Then D0 has a ˛0 –wave w1 as illustrated in Figure 9. A Heegaard diagram
D1 D .@H I ˛1 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w1

is illustrated in Figure 10, and we go to Step 2 below.

v1

v1

v2

v2

w2

˛�1˛1
˛0

2

56

9
121316

2
56 9 12

13

16

1

2
5 7

1
2

5

7

Figure 10: D1 D .@H I ˛1 ,v )

Step 2

(2–1) D1 is connected, so we go to (2–2).

(2–2) D1 has no v–wave, so we go to (2–3).

(2–3) Then D1 has a ˛1 –wave w2 as illustrated in Figure 10. A Heegaard diagram
D2 D .@H I ˛2 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w2

is illustrated in Figure 11, and we go to (2–5).

(2–5) Put t0 D 0 because the unique meridian ˛0\˛1 equals the unique meridian
˛1\˛2 . Then go to Step 3 below.

Step 3

(3–1) D2 is connected, so we go to (3–2).

(3–2) D2 has no v–wave, so we go to (3–3).

(3–3) Then D2 has a ˛2 –wave w3 as illustrated in Figure 11. A Heegaard diagram
D3 D .@H I ˛3 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w3

is illustrated in Figure 12, and we go to (3–5).

(3–5) Put t0 D 0 because the unique meridian ˛1\˛2 equals the unique meridian
˛2\˛3 . Then go to Step 4 below.
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v1

v1

v2

v2

w3

˛�1
˛1

˛0

˛2

t0 D 0

6

13

16

6
13

16

2

5 7

2
5

7

Figure 11: D2 D .@H I ˛2 ,v )

v1

v1

v2

v2

w4

˛�1
˛1

˛0

˛2

˛3 t1 D 0
t0 D 0

6

6

2
7

2

7

Figure 12: D3 D .@H I ˛3 ,v )

Step 4
(4–1) D3 is connected, so we go to (4–2).

(4–2) D3 has a v–wave w4 as illustrated in Figure 12. A Heegaard diagram D0
3
D

.@H I ˛3 ,v0 ) obtained by performing the wave transformation is illustrated in
Figure 13. We go back to (4–1) after replacing v with a new one.

(4–1) D0
3

is the standard diagram, so we finish the algorithm.

We have found that the binary invariants of the tunnel 1 are .s2; s3/ D .t1; t0/ D

.0; 0/. By Proposition 2.10, depth.1/D 1, so the tunnel 1 is a .1; 1/–tunnel from
Remark 2.9.
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v1

v1

v02

v02
˛�1

˛1

˛0

˛2

˛3 t1 D 0
t0 D 0

6

6

7

7

Figure 13: D0
3
D .@H I ˛3 ,v0 )

8.2 The tunnel 2

A regular neighborhood N.K[2 ) of K[2 is an unknotted genus–2 handlebody, so it
can be moved to the standard genus–2 handlebody H in S3 by isotopy as illustrated in
Figure 14. Let u2 be the meridian of H that corresponds to 2 and m2 a meridian of H

that corresponds to a meridian of K as in Figure 14. Cutting @H open along meridians
v1 and v2 of Cl.S3�H ) produces the Heegaard diagram D�1 D .@H I ˛�1 ,v ) seen
in the left-hand side of Figure 15, where ˛�1D fu2;m2g and vD fv1; v2g. Now we
apply the algorithm to 2 by using D�1 .

Step 0

(0–1) D�1 is connected, so we go to (0–2).

(0–2) D�1 has no v–wave, so we go to (0–3).

(0–3) D�1 has no m2 –wave, so we go to (0–4).

(0–4) Then D�1 has a u2 –wave w0 as illustrated in Figure 15. A Heegaard diagram
D0 D .@H I ˛0 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w0

is illustrated in Figure 16, and we go to Step 1 below.

Step 1

(1–1) D0 is connected, so we go to (1–2).

(1–2) D0 has no v–wave, so we go to (1–3).

(1–3) Then D0 has a ˛0 –wave w1 as illustrated in Figure 16. A Heegaard diagram
D1 D .@H I ˛1 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w1

is illustrated in Figure 17, and we go to Step 2 below.
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u2

m2

v1 v2

0
1234

� �
�

:
:
:

1516
17

0
1

23
� �
�

:
:
:
12

Figure 14: The tunnel 2

Step 2
(2–1) D1 is connected, so we go to (2–2).

(2–2) D1 has no v–wave, so we go to (2–3).

(2–3) Then D1 has a ˛1 –wave w2 as illustrated in Figure 17. A Heegaard diagram
D2 D .@H I ˛2 ,v ) obtained by performing the wave transformation along w2

is illustrated in Figure 18, and we go to (2–5).

(2–5) Put t0 D 1 because the unique meridian ˛0\˛1 does not equal the unique
meridian ˛1\˛2 . Then go to Step 3 below.

Step 3
(3–1) D2 is the standard diagram and so we finish the algorithm.

We have found that the binary invariant of the tunnel 2 is s2D t0D 1. By Proposition
2.10, depth.2/D 2, so 2 is a non–.1; 1/–tunnel from Remark 2.9.
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v1
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Figure 15: D�1 D .@H I ˛�1 ,v )
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Figure 16: D0 D .@H I ˛0 ,v )
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v1

v1

v2

v2

w2

˛1

˛�1

˛0

0

1

2
3

0 1

2

3

0

1

2

0

1
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Figure 17: D1 D .@H I ˛1 ,v )

v1

v1

v2

v2

˛2

˛1

˛�1

˛0

t0 D 1
0

0

0

0

Figure 18: D2 D .@H I ˛2 ,v )
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